Problem Solving   Guess and Check
Use guess and check to solve.

1. Mrs. Tucker needs 55 buttons for some button dolls that she is making. Which jars should she buy?  
   ____  and  ____

2. The button store sold 58 buttons to the High Street Elementary School. Which two jars of buttons did the school buy?  
   ____  and  ____

3. Mr. Richards needs 70 buttons for an art project. Which two jars of buttons should Mr. Richards buy?  
   ____  and  ____

Test Prep
Fill in the o for the correct answer. NH means Not Here.

4. Guess and check to solve.  
   Zeke bought 50 toy animals for a party. Which two jars of animals did Zeke buy?  
   22 + 16  22 + 34  34 + 16  NH
   o  o  o  o

Use with text pages 299–301.